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Holiday Fundraising Festival 
and Tamale Sale

To Put Real Revolution 
on the Map!

 
Saturday, December 10th, 12pm to 5pm
Revolution Club Organizing Center Parking Lot

2716 South Vermont Ave.

Saturday, Dec 10th join the revcoms for
music, community, and a delicious
tamale fundraiser, raising money to put
real revolution – and real hope for the
future – on the map. Get your delicious
Mexican tamales in time for the
holidays, pick up gifts, and watch clips
of the Bob Avakian Interviews while you
drink some yummy champurrado or hot
coffee and meet people just like you
and very different.

This system has no future for us. It puts
young people in conditions to kill each
other and the police kill them on top of
that. The environment of our planet is
being destroyed, we face the real threat
of nuclear war, people forced to
migrate to survive are hounded and
treated like criminals, and now women
and girls losing the right to abortion are
forced against their will to be mothers,
while white-supremacist fascists
prepare to slaughter those they hate.

WE DON'T HAVE TO LIVE THIS WAY!

There is a way out of all this ...a real REVOLUTION to
overthrow this system and replace it with a radically
different and better system. And now, this society is
coming apart top to bottom and heading somewhere
even more terrible. At the same time, there is a way this
makes revolution more possible now, depending on what
WE do. We have a chance to get this system off our
backs. To make a future worth living in for the little ones
coming up behind us, so they don’t have to go through
what generation after generation has had to go through
because of what this system puts people through.

To see this chance, to understand how this is really
possible, you got to meet the revolutionary leader Bob
Avakian, through the incredible new interviews on the RNL
– Revolution Nothing Less - Show: "Up Close and Personal
with Bob Avakian, Heart and Soul & Hardcore for
Revolution.” And to make good on this chance, you are
needed to be part of how hundreds and then thousands
and millions find these interviews too.

The fundraising festival is part of a nationwide holiday
fundraising effort to raise $35,000 for the RNL -
Revolution Nothing Less - Show, the revcom.us website
and for the National Tour to Get Organized for an
ACTUAL Revolution, now anchored in LA.
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